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ProReveal: Progressive Visual Analytics
with Safeguards
Jaemin Jo, Sehi L’Yi, Bongshin Lee, and Jinwook Seo
Abstract—We present a new visual exploration concept—Progressive Visual Analytics with Safeguards—that helps people manage
the uncertainty arising from progressive data exploration. Despite its potential benefits, intermediate knowledge from progressive
analytics can be incorrect due to various machine and human factors, such as a sampling bias or misinterpretation of uncertainty. To
alleviate this problem, we introduce PVA-Guards, safeguards people can leave on uncertain intermediate knowledge that needs to be
verified, and derive seven PVA-Guards based on previous visualization task taxonomies. PVA-Guards provide a means of ensuring the
correctness of the conclusion and understanding the reason when intermediate knowledge becomes invalid. We also present
ProReveal, a proof-of-concept system designed and developed to integrate the seven safeguards into progressive data exploration.
Finally, we report a user study with 14 participants, which shows people voluntarily employed PVA-Guards to safeguard their findings
and ProReveal’s PVA-Guard view provides an overview of uncertain intermediate knowledge. We believe our new concept can also
offer better consistency in progressive data exploration, alleviating people’s heterogeneous interpretation of uncertainty.
Index Terms—Progressive visual analytics, intermediate knowledge representation, hypothesis testing, scalability, uncertainty.
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I NTRODUCTION

W

E propose Progressive Visual Analytics with Safeguards,
a novel visual exploration concept that helps people
manage the uncertainty arising from progressive data exploration. Progressive visual analytics (PVA) allows people
to access the partial results of visualization queries in the
middle of computation, helping them make data-driven
decisions faster even with large-scale data. However, such
intermediate knowledge can be incorrect due to various machine and human factors. For example, many PVA systems
build and use samples of raw data to estimate results,
which leaves a discrepancy between the precise results and
the results based on the samples. Another reason can be
a human factor such as misinterpreting the uncertainty of
intermediate knowledge and making a hasty decision. To
address this issue, we introduce PVA-Guards, which can be
used to validate intermediate knowledge during or after
exploration and ensure its correctness.
We are especially interested in exploration scenarios
where it is infeasible to obtain precise results during a
single session due to a long computation time. In this case,
people can rely only on partial and uncertain results to
steer their exploration and draw conclusions. As an illustrative example, suppose an analyst, Zoey, is progressively
exploring a large sales dataset of an online bookstore. She is
interested in gathering useful information about the country
that published the most books. Therefore, she first creates a
bar chart of the number of books published in each country.
The system shows the early estimates of publication counts,
and she finds the USA has the highest publication count.
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However, as the bar chart gets updated (with more data
processed), she notices that the difference in the publication
counts for the USA and China is small.
Zoey needs to make a decision based on her uncertain
intermediate finding—choosing either the USA or China as
having the highest publication count—to look into the country next. One common strategy to handle this uncertainty
is to wait longer until the visualization looks more certain
(e.g., wait for narrower confidence intervals or larger height
difference between the two bars). However, few systems
guarantee how long she needs to wait to achieve a certain
level of trustworthiness, which can decrease the benefits of
PVA, that is, allowing early decision making. Using another
strategy, Zoey can instead take the risk of proceeding with
the uncertainty; she chooses one of the two countries and
proceeds to her next visualization. In this case, she needs to
consider the worst case of such an optimistic strategy: her
choice turning out to be wrong.
Our concept, Progressive Visual Analytics with Safeguards, provides a means of managing such uncertainty resulting from progressive visual analytics by allowing people
to leave PVA-Guards on uncertain intermediate knowledge.
A PVA-Guard is a hypothetical representation of intermediate knowledge that people garnered during progressive
data exploration. In the example of Zoey’s exploration,
her intermediate knowledge is that the publication count
for the USA is greater than that of China, which can
be represented as a Comparative PVA-Guard, such as
P ubCount(U SA) > P ubCount(China), on a bar chart.
Once a PVA-Guard is placed, the system statistically estimates the validity of her intermediate knowledge and gives
continuous feedback on its validity. In case the PVA-Guard
becomes invalid, the system notifies her so that she can
manage the incorrect intermediate knowledge. Therefore,
with the PVA-Guard on, Zoey can continue her exploration
at a desired pace and confidence.
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The main contributions of our work are as follows:
We define PVA-Guards, present concrete examples, and
discuss design considerations to realize our new progressive visual analytics concept (section 3);
We design and implement a proof-of-concept PVA system,
ProReveal (Figure 1), integrating seven types of PVAGuards: Value, Rank, Range, Comparative, Power
Law, Normal, and Linear (section 4);
We report a qualitative user study with 14 participants
conducted to investigate how people use and interact with
PVA-Guards for their progressive exploration (section 5).

2

R ELATED W ORK

In this section, we elaborate on previous attempts to investigate user human factors in PVA and cover models, systems,
and algorithms for enriching the coverage of PVA.
2.1

Human Factors in Progressive Visual Analytics

PVA is meant to address the long latency of interactive
systems resulting from large data volumes or the complexity
of analytical algorithms [1]. PVA systems aim to provide
intermediate results in a reasonable time, which approximate the precise results, to help users make early decisions.
The acceptable time limit for intermediate results varies
depending on users’ situations, dataset sizes, and analysis
types; however, a few seconds up to 10 seconds has been
regarded as a reasonable and feasible time limit in many
progressive systems and applications, aligned with previous
guidelines on latency [2], [3], [4].
Human factors and user experiences in PVA have been
studied in the human-computer interaction field. Fisher et
al. [5] studied how people interpret and use incremental
approximate visualization. Their study suggested that people are capable of employing incremental visualizations for
faster decision making, advocating the benefits of PVA. To
understand how progressive visualizations influence human behavior during exploratory data analysis, Zgraggen
et al. [6] compared instantaneous, progressive, and blocking
visualizations using insight-based metrics. They found that
progressive visualizations outpace blocking ones and show
comparable performance to instantaneous ones.
Zhao et al. [7] devised heuristics for eliciting hypotheses
from a visualization, and developed multiple hypothesis
testing controls to allow people to manage false discoveries.
In our study, we opt for a more explicit approach where people present their hypotheses (or intermediate knowledge)
to test directly on a visualization. Regarding interactions
on progressive interfaces, Wu et al. [8] emphasized the
importance of cumulatively rendering asynchronous results
to improve the perceived speed and usability of interactive
visualizations.
Moritz et al.’s research on optimistic visualization [9] is
one of the studies that motivated this research. In optimistic
visualization, people explore data “optimistically,” trusting
early uncertain results from a visualization. Later, when the
precise result is ready, people return to the visualization and
check if there is a big difference between the earlier one and
the precise one, which can be a signal of errors. In our work,
however, we consider analysis scenarios where the precise

result is not obtainable in a single session due to a long
computation time. Therefore, rather than facilitating the
comparison between the two results, we provide continuous
feedback on the validity of intermediate knowledge that is
statistically estimated if possible, and notify people when
intermediate knowledge becomes invalid. Furthermore, we
allow people to formulate their intermediate knowledge
in a structured form (i.e., PVA-Guards) rather than plain
text, which is used to delegate the validation process to the
system and enable people to continue their exploration.
2.2

Models, Systems, and Algorithms for PVA

A body of research provides theoretical bases and useful
models for PVA. For example, Fekete and Primet [10] defined progressive computation as a computation that gives
a sequence of partial results with a bounded time limit between two consecutive results, distinguishing it from other
computation paradigms, such as online computation [11].
Schulz et al. [12] defined partitioned data and visualization
operators to model intermediate visualization updates in
their incremental visualization model. Focusing on users,
Mühlbacher et al. [13] formalized strategies for increasing
user involvement in existing algorithms through two axes:
direction of information and entity of interest. Extensive
discussion regarding PVA such as its definition, tasks, users,
and evaluation methodology also took place in a recent
Dagstuhl seminar [14].
Angelini et al. [15] presented a comprehensive survey of
existing progressive systems, especially characterizing the
requirements and challenges in PVA, and Micallef et al. [16]
characterized PVA users by their roles, tasks, and foci. Both
studies identified that judging the uncertainty of partial
results and handling fluctuating progressions are two of
the major challenges in PVA. To tackle these issues, we put
forward PVA-Guards as a means of managing the validity of
intermediate knowledge from PVA. Angelini et al. [17] proposed ten fundamental quality indicators for indicating the
progression, stability, and certainty of intermediate results.
ProReveal provides indicators for absolute progress (i.e., the
amount of data processed so far), relative progress (i.e., the
amount of data processed in the last iteration), and absolute
certainty (e.g., a confidential interval for a bar).
With the benefits of PVA, many researchers have endeavored to adopt progressive computation in domain-specific
scenarios, expanding the border of PVA. Stolper et al. [1]
showed how PVA can facilitate visual exploration of largescale sequences by implementing a progressive sequential
pattern mining algorithm. Based on Apache Spark [18],
Jo et al. [19] designed and evaluated a scalable visualization system for exploring large-scale data on a distributed
cluster. Enabling PVA on deep neural networks, Pezzotti
et al. [20] presented DeepEyes, which supports detailed
analysis while training a neural network. Sperrle et al.
introduced the concept of Speculative Execution [21] that
allows effective model optimization and refinement through
progressive computation. Finally, Badam et al. [22] introduced InsightFeed for exploring Twitter data at scale and
presented a set of interface design guidelines that can help
people understand progressive updates and intermediate
results. We believe PVA-Guards can be extended to allow
people to verify domain-specific high-level findings.
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Progressive exploration of multidimensional data is another important research area. Pezzotti et al. [23] introduced
approximate t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding
(A-tSNE), which significantly lowered the long latency of
the t-SNE algorithm [24]. Jo et al. [25] focused on further
reducing the initial delay of t-SNE through progressive
neighbor computation and presented a responsive t-SNE
algorithm. Turkay et al. [26] proposed DimXplorer that
integrates the incremental PCA and mini-batch k -means
clustering algorithms with data exploration. For more efficient and robust sampling, Rahman et al. [27] proposed
sampling-based incremental visualization algorithms that
capture the salient feature of a visualization quickly.

3

P ROGRESSIVE V ISUAL A NALYTICS WITH S AFE -

GUARDS

While PVA allows people to access intermediate results
in the middle of computation, the trustworthiness of the
results remains equivocal. Such uncertainty can make analysts wait for more certain results or lead them to a hasty
decision. We approach this problem by allowing analysts
to explicitly leave a PVA-Guard on uncertain intermediate
knowledge that needs to be verified. These PVA-Guards
not only provide means for testing the correctness of the
conclusion drawn from exploration even when analysts are
unavailable, but also can be used to trace the provenance of
intermediate knowledge when some of them turned out to
be incorrect. We envision that PVA-Guards can provide the
following benefits:
• Speed: People can continue to explore data even when
ongoing results are not certain enough, leaving the task
of validating intermediate knowledge to the system.
• Correctness: The set of PVA-Guards can be used to validate the correctness of intermediate knowledge gathered from exploration later or in the middle of analysis.
• Trace: When some intermediate knowledge turned out
to be wrong, PVA-Guards can serve as traces of exploration that enable people to alter or re-run the analysis.
3.1

Definition

A PVA-Guard (hereafter, a Guard) is a hypothetical representation of intermediate knowledge that an analyst gathers
during progressive data exploration. It can be formally
defined as follows:

hPVA-Guardi := hvariablei hoperatori hoperandi

(1)

where

hoperandi := empty | hvariablei | hconstanti.
For example, a Guard where hvariablei = P ubCount(U SA),
hoperatori = >, and hoperandi = P ubCount(China) indicates the USA’s publication count is greater than China’s.
In the definition, the first hvariablei part refers to the
subject of intermediate knowledge that the Guard tests. It
can be a single value, such as the value of a cell of a heatmap,
the rank of a bar in a bar chart, or even the distribution
of values in a histogram. In the middle of progressive
exploration, hvariablei is uncertain and estimated through
a statistical procedure if applicable.

The hoperatori part indicates the type of intermediate
knowledge and an operation a Guard performs. For example, common comparison operators (e.g., ≤) are useful when
we want to compare a variable to a constant or another
variable. Other operator can be ∼ (i.e., follows) and ∝ (i.e.,
is proportional to) that state a variable (i.e., a distribution of
values) follows a certain distribution or is proportional to
another variable, respectively.
The last hoperandi part refers to the object of intermediate knowledge. The type of hoperandi is determined by the
operator. For example, for comparison operators, hoperandi
can be either a constant or another variable. hoperandi can
also be a specific distribution whose parameters are known;
for example, when the operator is set to ∼, hoperandi can be
a normal distribution such as N (20, 102 ). Finally, hoperandi
can be unspecified when the operator does not require any
operand such as an existence operator that checks whether
a variable exists.
A validity measure of a Guard provides an estimate about
how certain the intermediate knowledge is (Table 1). It can
be a boolean value, indicating whether the Guard holds or
not, but is not limited to, especially when the intermediate
knowledge itself does not have an dichotomous answer
(e.g., knowledge that the distribution of values follows a
specific distribution). In some cases, a validity measure can
be computed during exploration, which would be useful
because it can help people judge the trustworthiness of the
intermediate knowledge and steer exploration. For example,
we can provide statistical significance or a p value on
the difference of P ubCount(U SA) and P ubCount(China)
through a Student’s t-test using sample statistics.
When computing such statistical significance during progressive computation, we can consider the given dataset
as a finite population. In this case, processed rows can be
regarded as a sample drawn from the finite population
without replacement. Because the population is finite, we
can obtain a definitive answer on the statistical significance
when the entire dataset is processed; for example, a p value
will converge to either 0 or 1 in the end. On the other hand,
we can view the dataset as a sample drawn from a hidden
infinite population (i.e., the world). In this case, even after
the whole dataset is processed, the result remains uncertain.
In this work, we take the former perspective; we estimate
the final result using the statistical procedures for a finite
population of size N (i.e., the number of rows in data).
Note that by setting N to ∞, we can compute p values and
confidence intervals from the latter perspective. Details on
the procedures can be found in supplementary materials.
For both cases, however, p values obtained in the middle
of computation do not guarantee to faithfully indicate the
precise result, so interpretation of these values should be
done with care and often requires prior knowledge, considering the importance of the decision.
3.2

Examples

To elicit candidates for meaningful Guards, we started from
identifying what knowledge people can gain from a single
visualization. We inspected a low-level task taxonomy that
consists of the tasks that people perform on a visualization
and possible outcomes from the tasks. Amar et al. [28] identified ten low-level tasks of analytic activity in information
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TABLE 1
Validity measures of PVA-Guards
Name
Probability
Quality
Error
Boolean value

Domain

Examples in ProReveal

[0, 1]
[0, 1]
[0, ∞)
{true, f alse}

p value from a t-test
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic
Root mean square error (RMSE)
Estimates on MIN and MAX

visualization: Retrieve Value, Filter, Compute Derived Values, Find Extremum, Sort, Determine Range, Characterize
Distribution, Find Anomalies, Cluster, and Correlate. In this
section, we demonstrate how the knowledge gained by performing each of these tasks can be represented as a Guard.
We categorized these ten tasks into four sets depending on
1) whether intermediate knowledge from the task can be
stated and validated as a Guard and 2) the type of a possible
validity measure for the Guard.
Tasks as Guards with Statistical Significance. The first set
of tasks allows people to represent intermediate knowledge
as a Guard, and there is also a statistical test for the validity
of the knowledge which gives a statistical significance, such
as a p value. For example, the Retrieve Value and Compute
Derived Value tasks are to identify an attribute of a single
data item and a derived value (e.g., a mean) of a set of
data items, respectively. The intermediate knowledge from
these tasks can be an estimate of the target value, and
Guards for this value include hypotheses such as the value
is greater or less than a threshold, or is in a specific range.
For all the cases, p values can be given as validity measures
through a t-test, considering the processed data items as
a sample of the entire dataset, although those measures
should be interpreted with care. Similarly, the results of the
Find Extremum and Sort tasks are a data item and its rank,
respectively, which can be described as a Guard stating that
the rank of the item is equal to a number, or higher or lower
than a threshold.
Tasks as Guards with Validity Measures. The intermediate
knowledge of tasks in the second set can be described
as a Guard with an interpretable statistic as a validity
measure. For example, the intermediate knowledge for the
Characterize Distribution task can be a specific distribution
that data values are expected to follow. In a Guard form,
hvariablei is the distribution of values, hoperatori is ∼,
and hoperandi is the distribution one identified, such as
N (µ, σ 2 ). To measure how similar the actual distribution
of values is to the expected distribution, one can use the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic [29] as a validity measure,
which is defined as the maximum difference between the
cumulative probability functions of two distributions. For
the Correlate task, the process of determining the relationship between two attributes, both hvariablei and hoperandi
are the values of two different attributes. hoperatori will
vary depending on the relationship one found; for example,
if a linear relationship is of interest, one can use a ∝ operator
and the error from linear regression between two attributes
(e.g., root mean square error, RMSE) as a validity measure.
Tasks as Guards without Validity Measures. The third
set of tasks consists of the tasks from which quantifying

the validity of intermediate knowledge is infeasible in the
middle of computation. For example, the Determine Range
task is an activity of finding the span (i.e., minimum and
maximum) of a given attribute. The intermediate knowledge
can be expressed by describing an acceptable range in a
similar way to the Retrieve Value task. However, in this case,
the validity measure would be a boolean value (true or false),
since it is challenging to reliably estimate the minimum
and maximum values of an attribute due to the sensitivity
of these values. Similarly, the Filter task is designed to
find the data items that satisfy given conditions. Possible
intermediate knowledge from the task is whether such data
items exist, that is, hoperatori will be exist with hoperandi
of empty , but it is also hard to predict the existence robustly
before processing the entire dataset.
Tasks as Ill-defined Guards. The last set of tasks includes high-level tasks such as Find Anomalies and Cluster. One can create a Guard for these tasks such as
N um of Clusters in Heatmap = 3, but it is hard to validate such a Guard even after the entire dataset is processed
because these tasks require a choice of complex algorithms
and parameters. Guards for these tasks would be useful
since they can capture higher-level knowledge, but we leave
designing and validating such Guards as future work.
3.3

Design Considerations

In this section, we discuss design considerations in realizing
progressive visual analytics with PVA-Guards on interactive
visualization systems.
Input: Explicit vs. Implicit. Guards need to capture intermediate knowledge people want to verify, and thus we need
to consider the explicitness of interactions that people use to
present their intermediate knowledge to a system. One end
of the explicitness continuum is a fully explicit input where
people clearly write down a Guard, for example, using a
programming language. In this case, people may articulate
their knowledge most accurately, but such an approach can
be cumbersome and interrupt exploration. On the opposite
end of the continuum, we can imagine a fictional system that
automatically identifies intermediate knowledge without
any user intervention (e.g., eye tracking technology can be
used to capture the user intention [30]). This non-intrusive
approach, however, can be error-prone, leading people to
spend more time fixing the incorrectly captured Guards.
Other interaction methods can be placed in the middle
of the continuum. One example is semantic interactions [31]
where user interactions are associated with an intention,
such as moving two document icons closer for presenting
similarity between the documents. In this work, we designed a user interface to allow users to explicitly present
their knowledge obtained from a visualization to the system.
Validation: Online vs. Offline. Another tension exists regarding when to validate Guards, since verifying the Guards
themselves consumes computational resources. Seeking the
greatest accuracy, one can validate Guards during progressive data exploration (i.e., online) at the cost of sacrificing
some computational resources that could be spent on exploring data. In contrast, one can validate the Guards after
the exploration (i.e., offline), which can be done even when
one is offline (e.g., after work). In this case, since Guards that
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need to be validated are already known, offline computation
can speed up the validation process, for example, by testing
related Guards together. A hybrid approach is also feasible
to balance accuracy and efficiency, for example, by allowing
people to choose which Guards to be validated online or
offline based on their importance. In ProReveal, we validate
Guards online and show their validity measures in a PVAGuard list (subsection 4.3).
Violation: Passive vs. Active. When a Guard turns out
to be wrong (e.g., the value of a variable is out of an
expected range, the error of linear regression is too large), a
system needs to report such a violation to analysts. Simply,
the system can take a passive approach, for example, by
alerting the analysts and waiting for actions. This is similar
to common monitoring systems such as intrusion detection
systems for network security [32]. Analysts can prescribe
how to react to such violations in advance, which allows
more active and complex operations. More advanced systems would be able to suggest new values or parameters
for the broken Guard and automatically re-run the analysis
even when analysts are offline. In all the cases, the Guards
can indicate the provenance of intermediate knowledge and
can be used to manage the violation. In ProReveal, we employ a passive approach; we present the validity measures
of PVA-Guards and let analysts manage violations.

4

P RO R EVEAL

To provide a clear example of our concept in practice,
we designed and implemented a proof-of-concept system,
ProReveal. ProReveal integrates PVA-Guards into progressive data exploration, allowing people to seamlessly articulate their findings as Guards in the middle of exploration.
With ProReveal, we realize seven important Guards: Value,
Rank, Range, Comparative, Power Law, Normal, and
Linear. In this section, we elaborate on our design rationale and the challenges we confronted while integrating
PVA-Guards into a progressive data exploration system.
4.1

Design Rationale

DR1: Seek Simplicity but Include Essentials. Serving
as a proof-of-concept system for demonstrating the seven
Guards, ProReveal is designed to provide an initial platform
for observing how people use and interact with Guards
in progressive data exploration. To this end, we sought
simplicity while including the features essential in progressive visual analytics to our design. For example, ProReveal implements important requirements for PVA, such
as uncertainty visualization, feedback on progress, execution control, prioritization, and providing quality measures.
Nonetheless, we keep the remaining parts of ProReveal as
simple as possible. For example, we decided to provide
only two types of visualization (i.e., a gradient plot and a
heatmap with Value-Suppressing Uncertainty Palettes [33])
and limit the types of visualization queries.
DR2: Allow Explicit Presentation of PVA-Guards. On a
continuum of the explicitness of Guard presentation, we
designed our system to support explicit presentation of
Guards; people explicitly demonstrate directly on the visualization what intermediate knowledge they want to keep.

In ProReveal, people can click on a visual element (i.e., a bar
in a bar chart or a cell in a heatmap) and select the type of
Guard that they want to leave on the element (Figure 2b).
This can allow people to create Guards in a familiar and
accurate manner, preventing potential errors that can occur
when a more implicit method is employed.
DR3: Respect Intermediate Results. Theoretically, people
can make Guards that are inconsistent even with the current
intermediate results. For example, suppose a bar whose
value is 50 with a standard error of 10, estimated by randomly sampling 10% of data. One can make a Guard that
confirms the value of the bar is greater than 100, but it is
unlikely to happen. In ProReveal, the use of such overly
optimistic Guard is discouraged by permitting only Guards
that respect the current intermediate results. For instance,
in a Value Guard that compares the value of a bar or a
cell with a given constant, the operator (i.e., ≥ or ≤) is
automatically set by comparing the current value and the
constant. Another example can be a Range Guard where the
center of the target range is always set to the current value
of a bar (i.e., only the width of the range can be controlled).
DR4: Keep PVA-Guards Visible. The collection of Guards
can serve as an overview of progressive data exploration
and the provenance of knowledge generated. Moreover,
an unexpected value for their validity measures can be a
signal for further inspection or altering the direction of
exploration. To gain these benefits, we keep Guards and
their validity measures always visible on the interface (i.e.,
in a PVA-Guard view, Figure 1d). We also compute and
update the validity measure of a Guard online each time its
source visualization (i.e., one on which the Guard is created)
is updated to facilitate such steering.
4.2

Progressive Visualization

Visualization in PVA systems is required to be scalable and
effectively encode uncertainty [19]. We chose to use two
visualization techniques from literature: gradient plots [34]
for univariate visualization and heatmaps with the ValueSuppressing Uncertainty Palettes (VSUP) [33] for bivariate
visualization. Both visualization techniques can provide
perceptually effective ways to encode uncertainty; gradient
plots show the confidence intervals of values as gradients
and VSUPs represent uncertainty through the lightness and
saturation channels.
In ProReveal, people are allowed to select up to two
fields that they want to include in a new visualization. The
type of a new visualization is determined depending on the
types of the selected fields: a gradient plot is used for a
single categorical field (C), a single quantitative field (Q),
and a pair consisting of a categorical field and a quantitative
field (CQ), while a heatmap is used for two fields of the
same type (CC and QQ). Hereafter, we use the letters C and
Q before the name of fields and visualizations to denote the
types of the fields and the types of the selected fields for the
visualization (e.g., a C gradient plot for a gradient plot with
a categorical field), respectively.
Gradient Plots. A gradient plot encodes the confidence
interval of a value using opacity; 95% two-tailed t confidence intervals are shown fully opaque, while outside of the
intervals, the opacity decays with respect to the cumulative
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Fig. 1. ProReveal allows people to leave a safeguard, which we call PVA-Guard, on the intermediate knowledge found during progressive data
exploration. a) Two visualization lists, one for ongoing visualizations and the other for completed visualizations, provide feedback on progress and
the ability to control the execution. b) In the main view, ProReveal uses two types of progressive visualizations, gradient plots and heatmaps to
visualize the uncertainty underlying intermediate results. A gradient plot is showing the estimated counts of movies of each genre. c) In the PVAGuard panel, an analyst is creating a Power Law PVA-Guard to leave intermediate knowledge that the distribution of values follows a power law
distribution. d) The PVA-Guard view gives an overview of the created PVA-Guards and shows the estimates of their validity (i.e., validity measures).

probability of an underlying t distribution [34] (Figure 1).
We call a gradient in a gradient plot a bar, and the center of
a gradient (i.e., an estimated value) the value of a bar.
In ProReveal, we display gradient plots horizontally for
better scalability on the number of displayable categories. C
gradient plots show the number of data items each category
of a C field has. We sort the categories in descending order
by their counts, so that the category with the most data items
is shown on the top. When C and Q fields are chosen, the Q
field is aggregated over the C field through an aggregation
function (i.e., MEAN, SUM, MIN, or MAX). Then, the result
is visualized in a CQ gradient plot where the categories are
sorted by the value of the aggregated Q field in descending
order, consistent with C gradient plots.
Q gradient plots bin a Q field and visualize the number
of data items in each bin, which can be seen as a histogram
with uncertain counts. In contrast to C gradient plots, we
do not sort the bins by their counts to maintain the order
of bins. The bin size is determined by an initial sample; we
first compute the range of a fixed number of sample values
(i.e., 200) and divide the range into a specific number of bins
(i.e., 40). We adjust the number of bins, if needed, to ensure
the edges of the bins are nice numbers. When a value that
lies outside of the range is found during computation, the
range is stretched and new bins are created to encompass
the value (as was done in a previous study [19]).
Heatmaps. Heatmaps show the number of data items for
each combination of categories (for CC heatmaps) or bins
(for QQ heatmaps) as a matrix (Figure 2). The color of a cell
represents the estimated value (i.e., count) and its standard
error using a VSUP [33]. A VSUP encodes a value using

the hue of a color (i.e., through the viridis colormap [35])
and the uncertainty of the value using the luminance and
saturation of the color. CC heatmaps place the categories of
each C field on the horizontal and vertical axes respectively,
and similar to C and CQ gradient plots, the categories are
sorted by the number of data items in each category. Instead
of categories, QQ heatmaps create bins for each Q field and
show the count of data items in each 2D bin. For both Q
fields, we use the same procedure as Q gradient plots to
determine the number and size of bins.
4.3

The ProReveal Interface

ProReveal employs a web-based user interface that enables
progressive visual analytics with PVA-Guards (Figures 1
and 2). ProReveal supports features that are essential in
progressive data exploration, such as feedback on progress,
execution control, and prioritization (DR1). In this section,
we briefly describe the ProReveal interface and interactions. For more detail, please refer to the videos in the
supplementary materials. A self-contained demonstration of
ProReveal is also available on the Web (see subsection 4.5).
The ProReveal interface consists of three parts: visualization
lists, a main view, and a PVA-Guard list.
Visualization Lists. In ProReveal, all visualizations are
listed in one of the two juxtaposed lists: one for completed
visualizations on the left and the other for ongoing visualizations on the right (Figure 1a). When an ongoing visualization is completed, it moves to the completed visualization
list. Both lists display a summary of each visualization by
presenting the fields used in the visualization, including
those for filters. On the ongoing visualization list, a progress
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Fig. 2. The main view with a heatmap. a) A toolbox on the main view provides additional features of a visualization, such as changing the number
of bins or postponing automatic updates of a visualization. b) The PVA-Guard menu, appearing when people click on a bar or a cell, enables three
special operations on the visual element: 1) creating a new visualization only with the data items under the element, 2) leaving a PVA-Guard on the
element, and 3) showing the underlying data items.

ring shows the progress, which becomes hidden when completed. People can pause, resume, and remove a visualization through the buttons that appear when they hover the
mouse cursor on a summary (i.e., execution control).
Multiple visualizations can exist in the ongoing list, but
only one visualization can be computed at any moment. The
visualization being computed is marked with a play icon on
its progress ring. By default, the topmost visualization on
the ongoing list is processed first to the end. But, one can
reorder the visualization on the ongoing list by drag-anddrop interaction. Alternatively, one can check an “Alternate”
button to alternate computation between visualizations.
Visualization Creator. To create a new visualization, one
can open a visualization creator by clicking on the “New
Visualization” button above the visualization lists. The visualization creator shows the list of fields in a dataset labelled
by type (“abc” for categorical and “123” for quantitative).
One can choose up to two fields, and when one chooses one
C field and one Q field (i.e., for a CQ gradient plot), a list
of available aggregate functions (i.e., MEAN, SUM, MIN,
and MAX) appears below the field list. Based on the types
of the chosen fields, ProReveal automatically creates a new
visualization (DR1) and adds it to the top of the ongoing
visualization list.
Main View. The main view (Figures 1b and 2) shows the
currently selected visualization. By default, a visualization
is immediately updated each time a new partial result is
available. However, one can postpone the automatic updates by unchecking the “Update automatically” button
and manually refresh the visualization through the “Sync”
button (Figure 2a). Due to a long-tail distribution of values, visualizations for large-scale data often suffer from
excessive white space. For C fields, we limit the number

TABLE 2
Types of applicable PVA-Guards for each field combination
Visualization
Field Types
Value
Rank
Range
Comparative
Power Law
Normal
Linear

Gradient Plots
C
Q
CQ

Heatmaps
CC
QQ

O
O
O
O
O

O

O

O
O

O
O

O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O

O

of categories visible to a fixed number (i.e., 50), and people
can see all the categories if they need. For Q fields, we allow
people to change the granularity of bins on the fly, but the
minimum bin size is determined based on a small sample
(as mentioned in subsection 4.2), and one cannot split the
bins smaller than that size. When one hovers the mouse
cursor over a visual element (i.e., a bar or a cell) in the
main view, a tooltip pops up, describing the corresponding
categories or intervals of the element, the estimated value
(i.e., an aggregate value for CQ gradient plots or a count
otherwise) and its standard error, and the number of data
items found for the corresponding categories or intervals.
PVA-Guard Menu. The PVA-Guard menu (Figure 2b),
which can be opened by clicking on a visual element of
interest (hereafter, target), shows three types of operations
one can perform on the target: 1) creating a new visualization only with the underlying data items of the target
(i.e., filtering), 2) leaving a Guard on the target, and 3)
showing the underlying data items of the target in a pop-up
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table. When the filter operation is chosen, the visualization
creator appears on the visualization, but in this case, a new
visualization is computed only for the data items of the
target, not for all data items in the dataset. The types of
available Guards vary depending on the visualization and
the field types selected (Table 2), and only applicable Guards
are shown in the PVA-Guard menu.
PVA-Guard Panel. When a Guard type is chosen on the
PVA-Guard menu, the PVA-Guard panel appears (Figure 1c)
below the main view, previewing the Guard and its validity
measure. hvariablei of the Guard is set to the target element
on which the PVA-Guard menu was invoked. One may
want to set hconstanti of the Guard; we design the interactions for setting hconstanti according to the Guard type (see
subsection 4.4). hoperatori of the Guard is automatically
chosen based on the Guard type and hconstanti (DR3).
Finally, one can click on the “Leave a PVA-Guard” button
in the panel to activate the Guard.
PVA-Guard List. The PVA-Guard list provides an overview
of created PVA-Guards and their validity measures (DR4,
Figure 1d). We decided not to provide a history of a validity
measure, since it is not meaningful and can give the illusion
that the measure is converging, especially for p values. We
color-encoded p values to facilitate interpretation; a p value
is shown in green when it is lower than a confidence level
(i.e., α = 0.05), red when it is higher than 0.5 (i.e., worse
than a random guess), and yellow otherwise. When people
hover the cursor over a Guard, the linked visualization
(i.e., the visualization on which the Guard is created) is
highlighted in yellow in the visualization lists, and when
people clicked a Guard, the linked visualization is shown
in the main view. Finally, people can export and download
Guards in a JSON format for future use.
4.4

PVA-Guards

As shown in subsection 3.2, we identified what intermediate
knowledge people can derive from our target visualizations (i.e., gradient plots and heatmaps) based on previous
literature [28], [36] (Table 3). Based on our identification,
we designed and implemented seven Guards in ProReveal: Value, Rank, Range, Comparative, Power Law,
Normal, and Linear.
4.4.1 Value
One common task in a bar chart and a histogram is to read
the value of a specific category or interval. This task has
different names in the literature, such as Retrieve Value
[28] or Identify Attribute [36]. In ProReveal, such tasks
correspond to reading the value of a bar on a gradient plot
or a cell on a heatmap. A Value Guard allows people to
present intermediate knowledge obtained while performing
those tasks: the value of a bar or a cell is less or greater than
a specific constant (e.g., P rice(Apple) ≤ $2).
• hvariablei:= value of a bar | value of a cell (e.g.,
P rice(Apple))
• hoperatori:= ≥ | ≤
• hconstanti:= a number (e.g., $2)
Interaction. When the Value Guard is selected on the
PVA-Guard menu, an orange constant bar appears on the

visualization space (for a gradient plot) or the legend (for a
heatmap), showing the value of hconstanti. People can drag
the constant bar left or right to change the value. By default,
hconstanti is set to the current value of hvariablei, and
hoperatori is set to ≤. hoperatori is automatically chosen
by comparing the value of hvariablei and hconstanti when
the Guard is created (DR3).
4.4.2

Rank

A Rank Guard indicates that the rank of a category is higher
or lower than a threshold (e.g., Rank(P rice(Apple)) ≤ 10).
The Rank Guard is related to tasks of Find Extremum and
Sort [28]. The Rank Guard is available in a C or CQ gradient
plot where the target rank can be directly specified as a
horizontal line on the visualization.
• hvariablei:= rank of a bar (e.g., Rank(P rice(Apple)))
• hoperatori:= > | ≤
• hconstanti:= a rank (e.g., 10)
Interaction. An orange horizontal bar (i.e., the rank bar) appears on the gradient plot, showing the rank of hconstanti.
People can drag the rank bar up and down to set the
desired rank. By default, hconstanti is set to the current
rank of hvariablei, and hoperatori is set to ≤. hoperatori is
automatically chosen by comparing the rank of hvariablei
and hconstanti when the Guard is created (DR3).
4.4.3

Range

A Range Guard is a two-sided version of a Value Guard.
The Range Guard indicates that the value of a bar or a cell
is in a certain range (e.g., P rice(Apple) ∈ [$1, $3]). With
DR3, we only allow symmetric ranges whose center is at
hvariablei when the Guard is created, preventing people
from choosing an arbitrary range. Therefore, the Range
Guard can be seen as representing acceptable bounds that
hvariablei lies on at the end.
• hvariablei:= value of a bar | value of a cell (e.g.,
P rice(Apple))
• hoperatori:= ∈
• hconstanti:= a range whose center is at hvariablei (e.g.,
[$1, $3])
Interaction. When the Range Guard is chosen, a gray brush
appears on the visualization space (for a gradient plot) or
the legend (for a heatmap), showing the range of hconstanti.
The shape of the brush depends on the visualization type
(i.e., rectangular-shape for a gradient plot and pie-shape
for the heatmap legend). People can drag the left or right
edge of the brush to change the range. The center of the
range stays at the current value of hvariablei; as hvariablei
is progressively updated, the center of the range moves,
maintaining its width. By default, hconstanti is set to the
98% confidence interval of hvariablei.
4.4.4

Comparative

A Comparative Guard allows people to safeguard comparison between two values, a common task performed
on visualization [36]. The Comparative Guard takes and
compares two variables of the same type (e.g., values of two
bars or two cells), e.g., P rice(M elon) ≥ P rice(Apple).
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TABLE 3
Examples of PVA-Guards, validity measures, and their corresponding tasks

Name
Value
Rank
Range
Comparative
Power Law
Normal
Linear

•

•
•

Example (hvariablei hoperatori hconstanti)

Validity Measure

P rice(Apple) ≤ $2

Munzner [36]

p or Boolean value

Retrieve Value &
Compute Derived Value

Identify Attribute

p

Find Extremum & Sort

Identify Extremum

p

Retrieve Value &
Compute Derived Value

Summarize Attribute

p

-

Compare Attribute

Quality

Characterize Distribution

Summarize Trend

Error

Correlate

Identify Correlation

Rank(P rice(Apple)) ≤ 10
P rice(Apple) ∈ [$1, $3]
P rice(M elon) ≥ P rice(Apple)
Rank−k

P rices of F ruit ∼ a ×
P rices of F ruit ∼ N (µ, σ 2 )

P rices of F ruit ∝ Sizes of F ruit

hvariable1i:= value of a bar | value of a cell (e.g.,
P rice(M elon))
hoperatori:= ≥ | ≤
hvariable2i:= value of a bar | value of a cell (e.g.,
P rice(Apple))

Interaction. hvariable1i is set to the element (i.e., a bar or
a cell) on which the PVA-Guard menu was invoked with
click, while people can right-click on a bar or a cell to set
hvariable2i. ProReveal automatically chooses hoperatori by
comparing the value of hvariable1i and hvariable2i when
the Guard is created (DR3).

4.4.5

Power Law and Normal

Identifying the distribution of values is another important
task [28], [36]. Power Law and Normal Guards (hereafter,
distributive Guards) present intermediate knowledge that
the distribution of values follows a power law or normal
distribution, respectively, e.g., P rices of F ruit ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ).
The Power Law Guard is available for both C and Q gradient plots, but the Normal Guard is only available for Q
gradient plots, since a normal distribution requires quantitative values for its domain. Following DR3, the parameters
(e.g., µ and σ for a normal distribution) of the distributive
Guards are automatically fit to the data at the moment of
creation. Moreover, we chose to update the parameters to fit
the most recent data, even after the Guard is created, since
in exploratory analysis people often want to identify the
shape of distribution rather than check if the distribution
has specific parameters.
•
•
•

Relevant Tasks
Amar et al. [28]

hvariablei:= values of bars (e.g., P rices of F ruit)
hoperatori:= ∼
hconstanti:= P owerLaw(k, α) | N (µ, σ 2 )

Interaction. For consistency, people have to open the PVAGuard menu first by clicking a bar to create the distributive
Guards, even though those Guards are not for a single
bar but for the whole gradient plot. Then, a dotted curve
appears on the gradient plot (Figure 1b), showing the
current distribution (i.e., hconstanti). As the gradient plot
is updated progressively, the parameters are automatically
changed to fit the most recent result.

4.4.6

Linear

Designed for tasks of identifying the correlation between
two quantitative fields [28], [36], a Linear Guard indicates that two Q fields are linearly correlated, e.g.,
P rices of F ruit ∝ Sizes of F ruit. The Linear Guard
is only available for QQ heatmaps, and the values of the
second Q field is linearly modeled by the first one.
• hvariable1i:= a Q field (e.g., P rices of F ruit)
• hoperatori:= ∝
• hvariable2i:= a Q field (e.g., Sizes of F ruit)
Interaction. Similar to distributive Guards, people open the
PVA-Guard menu first by clicking any cell on a heatmap
to create a Linear Guard. Then, a dotted line appears on
the heatmap, showing the fitting line. As the heatmap is
updated progressively, the parameters of linear fitting (i.e.,
the slope and the intercept) are automatically changed to fit
the most recent result.
4.5

Estimation and Implementation

For progressive computation, ProReveal builds uniform
samples of a dataset without replacement and processes the
samples one by one to yield progressive results. For each
sample, we compute the count (for both C and Q fields),
sum, and squared sum (for Q fields) of data values and
accumulate the numbers over samples. For visualizations
that use COUNT, MEAN, or SUM aggregation functions,
we statistically estimate the target value and its standard
error using the accumulated statistics. For MIN and MAX
aggregation functions, which are more sensitive to outliers,
we only show the MIN or MAX value we found so far. For
scalable computation, ProReveal processes large-scale data
on a distributed computing engine, Apache Spark [37], with
a similar architecture to a previous study [19]. Please refer
to the videos in the supplementary materials to check out
our system running on about 1.7 billion entries of the GAIA
dataset [38], [39].
ProReveal employs four types of validity measures
(Table 1): p values for Value, Rank, Range, and
Comparative, quality (e.g., Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic)
for Power Law and Normal, error (e.g., root mean square
error) for Linear, and truth values for Guards on visualizations with MIN and MAX aggregation functions. The
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validity measures are computed using the sample statistics;
therefore, if a visualization is paused, the Guards left on
it are not updated. For the progressive computation of
uncertainty and validity measures, we assumed that the
number of rows in the dataset is known. For more detail,
please refer to our supplementary materials.
The metadata of fields, such as type, are conjectured
using the fixed number (i.e., 200) of data items, as mentioned in subsection 4.2. However, people can specify the
metadata in a separate file, such as the range or desired bin
size of a Q field. The ProReveal interface is implemented
using TypeScript [40], D3.js [41], and Angular [42]. The
source codes of the interface and backend are available at
https://github.com/proreveal. An interactive demo is also
available at https://proreveal.github.io/ProReveal.

5

E VALUATION

We conducted a user study to understand if and how people
use PVA-Guards and to evaluate the usability of ProReveal.
5.1

Study Design

Participants. We recruited 14 participants (3 females and
11 males) from a university, ranging in ages from 20 to 31
years. We screened the participants through a questionnaire
to ensure that 1) they were familiar with using and interpreting common visualizations (e.g., bar charts) and 2) took
at least one statistics class with understanding of statistical
hypothesis testing and confidence intervals. They received
about US$20 for their participation.
Tasks and Datasets. We designed two tasks to evaluate
different aspects of data exploration with Guards. From Task
1, we wanted to assess the usability of our interface and
interactions for creating Guards. We provided the participants with a structured form of interaction sequences (i.e.,
exploration recipes). The participants were asked to follow
five exploration recipes and answer the question at the end
of each recipe as accurately as possible in three minutes.
Consisting of three steps and one question, an exploration recipe describes interactions occurring in analysis
where a participant creates a visualization (VIS1 step),
leaves a Guard on a finding from the visualization (Guard
step), creates another visualization by applying a filter from
the first one (VIS2 step), and answers a specific data-driven
question. In the VIS1 step, participants were asked to create
a visualization by choosing one or two fields in the visualization creator. Then, in the Guard step, they were instructed
to make a Guard on the visualization; the parameters for the
Guard, such as type, variable, and constant, were described
in the recipe, if needed. Next, the participants were asked
to create another visualization (VIS2) by selecting a specific
category or interval on the first visualization. Finally, they
were asked to identify the category or interval with the
most data items by answering questions with five choices.
If the visualization was not certain enough, the participants
needed to wait for a clearer answer.
We designed five templates for the exploration recipes
(Table 4) that cover five types of Guards (Value, Rank,
Range, Comparative, and Linear) and five field combinations (C, Q, CQ, CC, and QQ). To control the difficulty,

TABLE 4
Five templates of exploration recipes
Name

VIS1

Guard

VIS2

R1, R6
R2, R7
R3, R8
R4, R9
R5, R10

C
Q
CQ
CC
QQ

Rank
Range
Comparative
Value
Linear

QQ
CC
C
Q
C

all templates use the same number of fields in total (i.e.,
three in VIS1 and VIS2). Based on the templates, we created
10 exploration recipes, R1–R5 with a weather dataset for a
tutorial and R6-R10 with a birdstrike dataset for Task 1.
With Task 2, we wanted to investigate how participants
use ProReveal in progressive data exploration and how
they employ Guards when they are not explicitly instructed
to use them. We asked participants to explore the given
data to find meaningful and trustworthy insights that they
want to share with colleagues, considering themselves data
scientists, which is similar to the approach used in the evaluation of previous data exploration systems [43], [44]. To
limit the potential effect of datasets, we used two different
datasets; seven participants explored a movie dataset and
the other seven explored a Korean SAT dataset. After the
10-minute exploration, we asked them to briefly explain
the visualizations they created to check if they created the
visualizations as they intended.
We used four datasets: a weather dataset (2,922 rows and
8 fields) [45] for tutorial videos, quizzes after each video,
and exercise recipes; for Task 1, a birdstrike dataset (9,987
rows and 15 fields) [45]; for Task 2, a movie dataset (10,029
rows and 12 fields) [46] and a Korean SAT dataset (14,098
rows and 12 fields). Both the movie and SAT datasets had six
C fields and six Q fields. For all the datasets, we randomly
shuffled the order of rows to limit the effect of potential bias.
Latency Condition. A body of research exists on how the
latency of interactive systems can affect user behavior [2],
[47]. To control the latency of ProReveal, we simulated the
latency of each response by drawing a random number
from a normal distribution with a mean of 3,000 ms and
a standard deviation of 1,000 ms. The mean and standard
deviation of latency were based on a benchmark of a scalable visualization system [19] and were longer than those
used in previous studies (e.g., 600 ms and 1,200 ms [6], and
500 ms and 2,500 ms on average [8]). The first response of
a visualization was provided faster (i.e., in 300 ms), which
was also feasible in practice [19]. Each response covered 1%
of data, so it took five minutes on average (i.e., 3,000 ms ×
100 responses) to finish a visualization if it was the only one
being computed in the system. In the experiment, progressive computation was done on a web browser, instead of a
backend, to control the latency and avoid unexpected delay
due to computation on distributed nodes.
Apparatus. Participants were seated in front of a desktop
with two 24-inch monitors at a resolution of 1920 × 1080.
The ProReveal interface was shown on the left monitor
(hereafter, Interface), while a web app for the user study
was presented on the right monitor (hereafter, Presenter).
Presenter managed experimental sessions, such as playing
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tutorial videos, presenting exploration recipes one by one,
and receiving answers from the participants. Presenter remotely controlled Interface; the participants could begin
exploring the given data on Interface with the data loaded
when they were ready. Both Interface and Presenter logged
all important interactions for analysis.
Procedure. After signing a consent form, participants had
a tutorial session during which they watched four videos
played on Presenter: one introductory video about progressive visual analytics, two videos about ProReveal and
uncertain visualizations, and the last one about Guards.
After watching each video, they took quick quizzes and
practiced what they learned from the video on Interface.
The entire tutorial took approximately 35 minutes. Then,
the participants tried five exercise recipes (i.e., R1-R5), displayed one by one on Presenter. Since it took about five
minutes for one visualization to finish, they were not able to
see a complete result during the session. After finishing the
exercise recipes, participants carried out Task 1 (i.e., R6-R10)
without any support from the experimenter. The order of
the recipes in Task 1 was randomized.
After an optional three-minute break, the participants
were introduced to Task 2. The interface was configured
to initially show one univariate visualization for each field
in a dataset to provide a starting point for exploration.
After the 10-minute exploration, participants reviewed their
visualizations one by one with the experimenter. The experimenter transcribed 1) why they created each visualization and 2) what they found from the visualization. After
completing both tasks, participants responded to an SUS
(System Usability Scale) questionnaire [48] and described
their experience with ProReveal. The entire session took
about 80 minutes.

Task 2. On average, the participants created 7.64 (σ = 2.21)
visualizations except the initial univariate visualizations
given by default. From those visualizations, they found 4.77
(σ = 1.79) insights by leaving 3.29 (σ = 2.40) Guards on
the visualizations. They used the Linear Guard the most
(22 times), followed by Rank (11 times), Comparative (9),
Range (2), and Normal (2). Value and Power Law Guards
were not used in Task 2. We did not find any significant
difference between the datasets (i.e., movie and SAT) on
the number of visualizations created, insights reported, and
Guards created (ps > .05, ns).
Subjective Feedback and Interview. ProReveal received
an average SUS score of 78.39 (σ = 10.99), which lies
in between “Good” and “Excellent” adjective ratings [49].
Through an interview, we surveyed major strategies our
participants developed to decide a correct answer. Observing a clear gap between confidence intervals was the most
frequently used one (8 participants), and other responses
were waiting until a specific amount of data was processed
(7), using Guards (6), waiting as long as possible (2), and
checking the stability of visualization over time (2).
In the interview, two participants also suggested new
types of PVA-Guards that would be helpful for their exploration. P5 suggested it would be useful if he could leave
a Guard on multiple visual elements at once (e.g., three
bars), which calls for a new type of variable, that is, a
group variable. With Rank Guards, such a group variable
can be used to safeguard the knowledge that a group of
categories are on the top (i.e., in the top 3). In addition,
P7 suggested a Guard that tests the significance of linear
regression would be helpful in his daily analysis, thus
complementing Linear Guards.

6
5.2

Results

We report the results of our user study in three parts: the
accuracy and time in Task 1, the number of insights found
in Task 2, and qualitative feedback from the participants.
Task 1. Out of 70 (5 recipes × 14 participants), participants
chose correct answers except for only one case where the
participant hastily chose one of two competing cells, overlooking their uncertainty. We also checked whether the participants correctly created Guards as in the recipes. Due to
the limitation of drag and drop interactions in accuracy, we
asked the participants to set a constant as closely as possible
to a specific value or a certain range for Value and Rank
Guards, and we permitted 5% margin for the constants of
those Guards. Participants correctly created Guards in all 70
recipes: they spent on average 5.71 (σ = 2.61) seconds on
creating the first visualization, 22.56 (σ = 11.37) seconds
on creating a Guard, 16.75 (σ = 5.67) seconds on filtering
and making the second visualization, and 85.43 (σ = 30.75)
seconds on answering the question of recipes.
Seven participants voluntarily created additional Guards
(26 out of 70 recipes) to confirm their answers even though
they were not asked to do so. They mostly (in 20 recipes)
created Comparative Guards to choose one between the
top two, since we asked them to choose the answer with the
most data items. Other Guards additionally used in Task 1
were Rank (8 recipes), Value (1), and Power Law (1).

D ISCUSSION

Our study results suggest that participants could understand the concept of Guards and incorporate Guards in
their data exploration through the ProReveal interface. Participants could follow all visualization recipes and choose
correct answers except for only one case after about 30minute training, and seven participants voluntarily used
Guards in Task 1. In addition, as the average SUS score
suggests, they positively rated the ProReveal interface.
In this section, based on our results and observations
as well as the participants’ feedback, we reflect on how
participants used Guards in progressive data exploration.
We then discuss the limitations of our lab study and future
research directions.
Benefits of PVA-Guards and ProReveal. In Task 1, six
participants reported that using Guards was their major
strategy to deal with uncertainty. P8 stated, “The major benefit
of Guards was the feedback on my intermediate findings from progressive visualization.” In addition, P11 noted, “Guards helped
me to build trust on my hypotheses and proceed to subsequent
analysis,” which advocates the benefit of PVA-Guards.
The PVA-Guard list of ProReveal served as an overview
of uncertain intermediate knowledge, which seems to be
helpful in recalling the context of safeguarded knowledge.
For example, P4 said “I could be aware of the overall progress,
because [the PVA-Guard list] persistently presents my Guards. I
left Guards on interesting but uncertain knowledge, so that they
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are visible on the screen, and I continued to explore data.” In addition, P11 stated, “I can resume analysis on the visualizations
(on which the Guards are left), because I captured them as Guards,
which, I believe, can speed up the analysis,” indicating she used
Guards to recall the context of previous findings and resume
the analysis.
Diversity in Uncertainty Interpretation. Our study revealed that participants employed different strategies to
interpret the uncertainty of a visualization. Eight (out of
14) participants checked whether there was a clear gap in
confidence intervals between two competing bars, but a
“clear” gap is still arbitrary and subject to bias. Waiting
for a specific amount of data being processed (seven out
of 14) was the second most frequently used strategy, but it
does not guarantee right decisions and can also misguide
decisions. The amount of data participants thought enough
to make decisions varied (e.g., 20%, 25%, or 33%). Considering the potential threats resulting from such heterogeneity
in uncertainty interpretation, we believe PVA-Guards can
be a systematic means for preventing people from making
incorrect, hasty decisions and validating their correctness
even after wrong decisions are made.
Unexpected Use of the PVA-Guard Panel. We observed
that participants sometimes used the PVA-Guard panel
(Figure 1d) to bolster confidence on their hypotheses by
just checking uncertainty measures (e.g., p values) from a
preview of a Guard without actually creating it. Participants
opened the PVA-Guard panel (by choosing a Guard type on
the PVA-Guard menu) 4.93 times (σ = 3.05) on average
in Task 2, but only 3.29 (σ = 2.40) Guards were actually
created. This means that the participants closed the panel
without creating a Guard in approximately 33% of cases.
P3 said, “I used the panel just to check if the popularity field
is linearly related to the score field, since I wanted to know how
popularity is calculated,” which indicates that he appropriated
the PVA-Guard panel to understand the data.
Concerns on the Use of p Values. We used p values as
validity measures, but this should be done with care in
future designs. The benefits of p values would be their
interpretability and familiarity, but we found that they can
give an illusion of certainty. P2 stated, “I was surprised that p
values change more than I expected. I am not sure I can absolutely
trust p values.” Similarly, P6 noted, “At first, I tried to choose an
answer as fast as possible, but after I saw fluctuation in p values, I
became more cautious.” Although the interface would be more
complicated, providing control over multiple hypothesis
testing can alleviate this problem [7].
Limitations and Future Work. In our study, participants
explored data that they have not seen before, although
we used datasets that they were familiar with (i.e., movie
and SAT). This might be a reason why participants preferred Guards with relative values (i.e., Linear, Rank, and
Comparative) in Task 2 to Guards with absolute values
(i.e., Value and Range) that require deeper understanding
of the data domain.
We aimed to evaluate the usability of ProReveal in a
lab study. Therefore, our latency conditions such as the
latency of a visualization (i.e., 3 seconds on average) and
the time taken to complete a visualization (i.e., 5 minutes on
average) were shorter than ones common in practice. We are

interested in deploying our system and investigating how
Guards can be used to validate the conclusions from the
exploration of real-world data where visualizations take a
few hours or a day to finish. In this case, a session can span a
few days, so it would be important to allow people to recall
and continue the previous analysis where PVA-Guards can
be possibly used. Furthermore, it would be also interesting
to explore a different combination of design choices from
ones we made. For example, we may want to employ more
active approaches (e.g., alert an analyst) for the exploration
of large-scale data since one can be offline when a violation
happens due to the length of the session.
Guards can be logically combined to express higherlevel knowledge. However, since the ten low-level tasks
[28] mainly focus on analytic activities on multidimensional
tabular datasets, our Guards are not complete enough to
represent general knowledge gained from data exploration.
However, if we have a solid task taxonomy for a certain type
of datasets, for example, a task taxonomy for graph visualization [50], we can apply a similar approach to ours to build
a new set of Guards. Finally, we designed the interactions
for Guards on two visualization types (i.e., gradient plots
and heatmaps). We chose the two visualizations because
they can visualize univariate or bivariate results with a
proven capability of showing uncertainty. In the future, it
would be interesting to extend Guards to a wider range of
visualizations such as progressive parallel coordinates [51].

7

C ONCLUSION

Despite the benefits of progressive visual analytics (PVA),
managing the trustworthiness of intermediate outcomes has
been regarded as a core concern when applying PVA to a
wider range of scenarios. To tackle this problem, we present
a novel concept of Progressive Visual Analytics with Safeguards and a proof-of-concept system, ProReveal, which
incorporates seven types of PVA-Guards. ProReveal allows
people to present their uncertain intermediate knowledge
as PVA-Guards on visualizations during progressive data
exploration. Then, ProReveal validates PVA-Guards online,
providing their validity measures as an estimate of uncertainty. The results of our user study were promising; we
found that people can utilize this concept to gain trust
in the intermediate knowledge and steer their exploration.
We also found a potential benefit of PVA-Guards—a means
of achieving consistency in progressive data exploration to
alleviate the heterogeneity in uncertainty interpretation. We
believe our concept can be extended to a broader range of
tasks, datasets, and visualizations in the near future, serving
as an effective means of achieving trustworthiness in PVA.
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